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About Markian + Vieira
Markian
A joint venture between two families, Markian has 
relationships at its core. The name itself embodying 
the founders’ fathers, Mark and Ian.  

Andrew and Justin Barrett lead the Barrett Group, 
an interior fit-out and bespoke joinery manufacturer. 
Roz De Waal and Christopher McKenzie, founders 
of design agency, Unlmtd are unexpected, original 
and inspired. Together they have created interiors, 
furniture and products that push the boundaries of 
creativity and technology. 
 
The team embody what is means to be Markian.  
Bold. Unexpected. Remarkable. 

Vieira
VIEIRA  (noun) scallop in Spanish - A shape that 
has inspired artists, designers and architects from 
the beginning of time, the effortless symmetry and 
perfection of nature, captured in the tiniest of things 
– a shell. Vieira delivers an intricate, beautiful and 
versatile range of bespoke furniture, interior objects, 
handmade rugs and fine art. 

The inaugural range from Markian is about the 
invisible threads and strands that connect us across 
time and space.

M a r k i a n  F o u n d e r s
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BY MARKIAN
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Eero
by MARKIAN

Customise EVERYTHING...

Customise your colours,  
shapes and sizes. 

All rugs are made to order using 
Tretford goat hair carpet.

Enquire here to speak to us about tailoring a rug 
to your space: rugs@gibbongroup.com.au.
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Design Colourways 

Baja Amarilla Azul Naranja Verde
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Eileen
by MARKIAN

Customise your colours,  
shapes and sizes. 

All rugs are made to order using 
Tretford goat hair carpet.

Enquire here to speak to us about tailoring a rug 
to your space: rugs@gibbongroup.com.au.
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Design Colourways 

Baja Amarilla Azul Naranja Verde
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Neri
by MARKIAN

Customise your colours,  
shapes and sizes. 

All rugs are made to order using 
Tretford goat hair carpet.

Enquire here to speak to us about tailoring a rug 
to your space: rugs@gibbongroup.com.au.
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Design Colourways 

Baja Amarilla Azul Naranja Verde
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Zaha
by MARKIAN

Customise EVERYTHING...

Customise your colours,  
shapes and sizes. 

All rugs are made to order using 
Tretford goat hair carpet.

Enquire here to speak to us about tailoring a rug 
to your space: rugs@gibbongroup.com.au.
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Design Colourways 

Baja Amarilla Azul Naranja Verde
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Tadao
by MARKIAN

Customise EVERYTHING...

Customise your colours,  
shapes and sizes. 

All rugs are made to order using 
Tretford goat hair carpet.

Enquire here to speak to us about tailoring a rug 
to your space: rugs@gibbongroup.com.au.
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Design Colourways 

Baja Amarilla Azul Naranja Verde
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tretford Custom Rugs are handcrafted by Gibbon 
Architectural from goat hair carpet which offers a 
vibrant colour palette with optimum durability. 

tretford has a unique construction making it 
dimensionally stable, which means no binding or 
edge finishes are required .

The dimensional stability also gives you the flexibility 
to cut tretford to any shape, giving you endless 
possibilities for custom designs. 

tretford is made with the highest grade Cashmere 
goat hair from renewable and sustainable resources.

About Tretford Rugs
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Cashew 602

Freshwater 705

Marzipan 613

Sage 519

Pear 611

Evergreen 565

Silver 515

Silver 515

Rose 588 

Thym 642  

Fog 648

Sisal 532

Salmon 591

Fog 648

Lipstick 631

Silver 515

Carribean 628

Ice 640

Marzipan 613

Basalt 650

Powder 646

Silver Birch 538

Basalt 650

Petrol 579

Or you can choose your own - choose from any of the 60 Tretford colours: 
www.gibbonarchitectural.com.au



T: 07 3881 1777
www. gibbonarchitectural.com.au

Each rug is handcrafted in Brisbane by Gibbon Architectural and made-to-order, 
allowing you to customise all elements to suit your space.

Please enquire for pricing.  rugs@gibbongroup.com.au


